Research outputs

Listing of Research outputs

**Long term outcomes of acute and transient psychotic disorders: The missed opportunity of preventive interventions**
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

**Is paliperidone palmitate more effective than other long-acting injectable antipsychotics?**
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

**Diagnostic and Prognostic Significance of DSM-5 Attenuated Psychosis Syndrome in Services for Individuals at Ultra High Risk for Psychosis**
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

**Knowledge discovery for Deep Phenotyping serious mental illness from Electronic Mental Health records [version 2; referees: 2 approved]**
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

**The Camden & Islington Research Database: Using electronic mental health records for research**
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

**Negative symptoms in early-onset psychosis and their association with antipsychotic treatment failure**
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

**The Association Between Comorbid Autism Spectrum Disorders and Antipsychotic Treatment Failure in Early-Onset Psychosis: A Historical Cohort Study Using Electronic Health Records**
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

**Do fewer males present to clinical high-risk services for psychosis relative to first-episode services?**
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

**Improving life expectancy in people with serious mental illness: should we place more emphasis on primary prevention?**
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

**What proportion of patients with psychosis is willing to take part in research? A mental health electronic case register analysis**
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

**Natural language processing to extract symptoms of severe mental illness from clinical text: The Clinical Record Interactive Search Comprehensive Data Extraction (CRIS-CODE) project**
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article
Clinical outcomes and mortality associated with weekend admission to psychiatric hospital
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Towards a Standard Psychometric Diagnostic Interview for Subjects at Ultra High Risk for Psychosis: CAARMS versus SIPS
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Association of cannabis use with hospital admission and antipsychotic treatment failure in first episode psychosis: an observational study
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Services for people at high risk improve outcomes in patients with first episode psychosis
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Do antidepressants increase the risk of mania and bipolar disorder in people with depression? A retrospective electronic case register cohort study
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

A neuroplastic deafferentation hypothesis for bipolar disorder
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Negative symptoms in schizophrenia: a study in a large clinical sample of patients using a novel automated method
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Mood instability is a common feature of mental health disorders and is associated with poor clinical outcomes
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Delays before diagnosis and initiation of treatment in patients presenting to mental health services with Bipolar Disorder
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Venous thromboembolism prophylaxis in mental healthcare: do the benefits outweigh the risks?
Research output: Contribution to journal › Editorial

Text Hunter: A User Friendly Tool for Extracting Generic Concepts from Free Text in Clinical Research
TextHunter–A User Friendly Tool for Extracting Generic Concepts from Free Text in Clinical Research

Venous thromboembolism prophylaxis - beware of potential risks

The above report is produced using the following setup
Ordered by: null